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access to discounted models and figures and free advertising. More benefits are pending.
All material printed in both The Runner and The Journal remains the copy right of the
writer/owner, however The SOTCW reserve the right to reproduce the work in subsequent Society
publications, e.g. Compendium or Period Primers.
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should be in Word format, but finally hand written is fine as long as it is legible. Pictures
should be sent as JPEG or equivalent files unless original hand drawn illustrations. It is unlikely
that we will publish copies of photographs for which copyright is not clear.
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The Command Post
Welcome to the second issue of The Runner and one
that just kept growing in size – this one is now twenty
pages and some five MB and I suspect it will be the
largest that any issue will grow to. Most of the news on
the progress of re-organising the Society is still very
much work in progress and so appears in Rear Echelons
in this issue. However, one completed task is the reorganisation of the Society web site. Basically we have
removed much of the previous content and aged
information, and replaced it with some new contact
and membership information. The tab structure has
also been simplified for now, but this will expand again
in the near future as ideas develop. Please have a look
and let us have your comments.

Some housekeeping in this issue resulting from
experience with Runner 1. The letters page previously
called ‘Lines of Communication’ is now titled ‘Comms
Check!’. ‘Lines of Communication’ is now the handle for
a new media review column launched in this issue.
There is no PX sales page or Quartermasters Stores this
time around. They received little feed back and we are
now considering if they have a future. Last but not least
for now, below is a simple table that shows the status
of key Society measurables. Its published in the
interests of openness and accountability, and it’s felt
that the membership deserves to see whether we are
on track to deliver SOTCW 2022. It will develop further,
and so far, so good……………………..
Mark Wheeler, December 31st 2021

‘ SOTCW Health Check:

Prior Period (November 2021)

This Period (December 2021)

Funds –
£471.00
£1,037.11
Being: Transfer from Prior Society A/C - £400.00, sale of Journals on E Bay - £71.00, New Memberships £566.11)
Memberships
Not Applicable
32
Publications to Date
The Runner
Issue 1
Issue 2
The Journal
Not Applicable
Not Applicable (2022/01 due in Jan 2022)
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Comms Check!
The following are a selection of communications (mainly
by email) that have arrived since issue one of The Runner
went out (December 2nd)

an old price list to remind us of days when stuff cost
threepence and the images were illustrations etc.! Apply
the articles to match a magazine theme. If they are
scenarios for use with rules that are, say less popular
these days, maybe look at adding a preface covering new
rules that the scenario would work with? Orbats are
orbats but often new information comes to light and so
any knowledge to help update these would be good. Give
it a go.

From Rob Rowell:
Thanks for the swift response, I really enjoyed reading the
Runner… you really should consider that as your Journal
(pdf). No production costs and easy to assemble. And
Photos reproduce easily in colour. When you wrote of
your battle with page formatting and producing pages in
Word I must admit I smiled, that took me back. Oh to
have that amount of free time now! 🙄 the hardest thing
will always be producing something with good content
that looks attractive. Something I always strived to do,
but failed miserably when doing most of it myself. You
seem to have a larger team around you now, and I look
forward to seeing what you produce!

From Rich Barbuto of SWA:
Years ago, I published "Best of Lone Warrior." Sales were
poor. I don't know why. I am discouraged to do that
again. However, when I needed filler, I re-printed an old
article. Lone Warrior has a moderate amount of reader
'churn' and I was confident that 3/4 of the current
readers had not seen the old article. I never received any
feedback pro or con except from the original authors who
dropped a line pleased that their material was getting a
second showing. I haven't reprinted an old article in
years. Right now, on the website, the only republished
material are the rules sets and 4 sample articles that
rotate off every 4 months. So, by all means republish an
old article of quality. Your readers will enjoy it; it's new
to most of them.

Mark Wheeler Replies:
Those with time in the old SOTCW will remember that
Rob edited possibly the five most professional issues of
The Journal from Issue 47 to 51 in the subscription that
ran from 2003 to 2005. Many thanks for the words of
support, Rob!
The following provide a good cross section of replies to
my email of December 16th on the subject of republishing previous Journal articles in the re-launched
magazine.

From Richard Fontana:
Well briefly as you say there pros and cons for reprints.
For myself I’m paying for material I’ve already seen and
has limited appeal. It may very well be of interest to
newcomers. For myself, I think we should look forward
and produce new material to reflect the changing times
and hobby aspects rather than “going back to the
future?” Looking at kids today, how many have even
heard of Airfix? Would they know what to do with an
Airfix model? So much of their interest is in various
computer games. So, are simply appealing to old
diehards unfortunately getting older? How do we get
new blood into the hobby?

From Carl Luxford:
As a latecomer to all things Society they (re-printing old
Journal articles) would be new to me. But the gaming
world has moved on so they may be best used in a
compendium. Not sure what it costs to get a commercial
digitalisation of this material. I guess it's probably as
dear posting it out to scan at home. I only have a simple
scanner and software to make jpegs. But I suppose it's
something that a voluntary effort could achieve. In these
days of stricter copyright and privacy rules it could be
harder to get consent from authors or even know where
to contact them. Having said all that a good historical
article would probably stand test of time. This could be
history of how an aircraft was developed or a tank or an
armament, or thinking about defences like Maginot line,
and not just history of a unit or conflict.

From Alan Hamilton:
An interesting idea. My old Journals are in the loft along
with some Compendia that replaced issues lost in a flood
some years ago. Our local newspaper has an irregular
column that features articles from 20, 30, 40, 50 etc years
ago. They present it exactly as it was - an image of some
sort I suppose. So the idea has some worth. I would
suppose that non-rule-specific scenarios and/or research
articles that coincide with an anniversary or current
theme might be a way to test the water. If used sparingly
then I see no great issue. It might even save me climbing
into the attic!

From Ian Armstrong at SHQ:
The issue of being old is not as much of an issue if
looked upon as nostalgia, so have a 'Nostalgia'
section with an old article per issue with the option

of a couple old articles if you are low on material. Add in
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From Peter Antill:
From Ian Armstrong of SHQ:
It is on the medium term list. As the Matilda range is
introduced (I think this refers to a printed format rather
than all white metal - Editor) I will then look to add it. I
expect it will be attached to the tracks with a cosmetic
etched brass lattices and separate drum and chains or
similar. It depends on funds, and then print tests of the
basic hull, and then design of the rest of the parts. I hope
mid-late '22.

Fine by me - also, you could ask said authors if they
fancied editing / updating / expanding the article in
any way.
From Graham Minshaw:
Generally I would be opposed to doing this - however I
can see situations where it is warranted:




When the original article is of such good quality
it is worth a new audience.
It is a good fit for a new article on the same
subject, anniversary or current theme
If it fills a gap in publishing needs- provided it is
a worthwhile article in its own right.

From Mark Wheeler:
In RV09 (SHQ Russian range of limbers for WW2) there is
a small Russian artillery limber that I have been looking
for around the hobby industry for ages - I did not realise
you did it! I actually have two of RV09 and may not need
the full set, however I would like more of the limber parts
to make vehicle towed versions. I would like six if
possible? You really should consider making this a
separate kit option, by the way.

I may appear harsh but as I have a full run of Journals
there is little value to myself to see reprints of articles.
The appearance of the odd article rehashed is not going
to be a deal breaker for me though to be fair, but more
than one every issue would be unwelcome and preferably
fewer occasions than that would be my preference. On
the other hand..... If articles were to be revised or
amended with new information by their authors that
would be another matter, I would have no problem with
that.

Also, have you considered what I think (?) is a minor fit
change to your US M16 MGMC kit to produce a British
M14 Half Track Modified Personnel carrier? I have a well
detailed set of instructions on how to do this with a PSC
1/72 scale half-track but I am sure it could be done with
the SHQ version as well - perhaps simplistically just
delete the MG turret parts and add some bench seats;
probably some body fit changes needed to? Anyway, if
you think there is mileage in it then I would commit to
buying.

Mark Wheeler replies:
I think that Graham and Peter nailed what the format for
what any republished articles should be. The comments
from Richard are also of note, but more so in the context
of a different question. Alan also mentions the old
Compendium formats quite popular in the nineties.
There are no plans for any more Compendia. The work
load of converting old non electronic formats into Word
files, not to mention old pictures and maps, is too great
and of limited financial reward for the SOTCW. Their day
is past I’m afraid, though a new series of subject specific
primers that could include some older material is an
idea. More on this no doubt in the future. Meanwhile,
see Rear Echelons for next steps. As a by the way, a call
out for Rich Barbuto and the folks at the Solo Wargamers
Association for the help given to the SOTCW with advice
and the donation of future use materials for The Journal
– and all at the busy time of Christmas and whilst getting
Issue 271 of Lone Warrior out. Well done sir!

Ian’s Reply:
Creating RV9a is easy enough and may indeed improve
their sales as people hate painting horses! As for the
M14.That wouldn't be difficult though I would need to do
some research for internal and external differences. I
have reference materials to do a command version of the
M3 with radios etc. which would probably come first but
both are sound ideas, thanks :)
When the above is read in conjunction with the S&S
Models/SOTCW tie in offer (see page 5) for a special
miniature commission I think it does rather indicate that
the re-launched Society is finding its place again, and this
sort of interaction with the trade is a welcome addition
to our activities and the SOTCW offer to new and
prospective members. In fact, back in its heyday the
Society even commissioned its own range of 20mm resin
models with Jeff Spain of Red Star Models; is this another
activity to resurrect – what do you think?

Here’s an exchange between Ian Armstrong of SHQ
Miniatures and myself around the general subject of
getting unrepresented kit produced in 20mm.
From Mark Wheeler
Hi Ian - what are the chances of you doing the Matilda
Scorpion mine flail attachment as an add-on kit? No one
else does one at all.

Mark Wheeler
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The Armoury
Recent activity from Shaun Matthews of S&S Models has
centered around a batch release of 20mm complete
resin and white metal vehicles and conversion kits for
various Plastic Soldier Company (PSC) plastic models.
Their advert opposite lists these and all are available by
mail order via their online shop. Some photo reviews
now, and a note on the photos. Rather than show built
up and painted versions I am coming round to thinking
that pictures of component parts, unassembled and ‘in
the raw’ will give you, the reader, a better overall
impression of the models as they will come to you.
Examples of built up models are anyway available on the
S&S Models web site whilst these pictures give an idea
of what flash needs removing etc before the beuaty
shots on the web site can be realised. One other thing to
note, most models do not come with instructions and so
either separate reference material will be needed, or a
study of the pictures on the S&S website should help
with the location of most if not all parts. Shaun and
Stuart are gradually loading colour instruction sheets up
but not all are there yet.

Above: two versions of the M10 ammunition trailer model.
Both are identical except for the resin load back versions –
one has a tarpaulin cover and the other is crates. Note the
wheels have tabs on the reverse to enable level placement
on the floor pan.

Above: M8 Greyhound Armoured Car and M20 Utility – note
clever modular design maximising common parts.

Shaun has advised that the following kits are in
consideration for the next release from S&S Models
early in the new year: The Chieftain ARV, AVRE &
Bridgelayer will be full kits as well as the Centurion ARV.
The M1007 tank transporter is post cold war US Army,
but the British Army version will also be done as well.
Shaun and Stewart have also decided to make more early
cold war models from the 50’s and early 60’s for British
& USA collectors.

Above The Tetrarch Light Tank as used by British Airborne
Forces in very limited numbers in Operation Ironclad, the
invasion of Madagascar and again in Normandy. The one
piece track sections slot in to hull recessses not easily
apparent in the photograph, but quite apparent when you
dry fit.

Mark Wheeler
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Please see our web site at: https://sandsmodels.com/ for our full range of wargames kits!
Recent Releases
Full resin and white metal kits:

Plastic Soldier Company kit conversions:

Flak 38 AA Gun and Crew (white metal) £10.00
GAZ Office Body
Panzer II Lynx Light Tank
£10.00
GAZ PARM 2 Workshop Body
Dodge WC54 (KD) Ambulance
£10.00
Set of three GAZ Bodies
US Army A3 Fuel Bowser
£6.50
Steyr Office Body
British Airborne Tetrach Light Tank
£10.00
Steyr Cargo Body
Deacon Self Propelled 6 Pdr Gun
£14.00
Steyr Ambulance Body
Deacon Armoured Artillery Supply Truck £14.00
Steyr Radio Fit
M20 Utility Car
£11.00
Steyr Flak Body & 20mm Flak 30/38
M8 Greyhound Armoured Car
£11.00
M10 Ammunition Trailer
£5.50
(choice of two variants - non-covered and crated or cammo netted)

£6.50
£6.50
£16.00
£7.50
£6.50
£7.50
£7.00
£14.00

Prices include postage for UK & BFPO locations.
Europe add 18% of total order value.
For the rest of the world add 25% of total order value (minimum charge £5.00)

Stop Press! 10% discount off order value (excluding postage) for SOTCW members!

S & S Models, 22, Briar Close, Burnham on Sea, Somerset, TA8 1HU
Tele. (01278) 780193, E Mail sales@sandsmodels.com

S&S Models and SOTCW Special Offer Tie In
We are proposing to master a model or maybe several which would be initially only available to
SOTCW members at a price lower than our normal retail price when eventually released to the public.
We are looking for guaranteed sales of 20 to make the project viable. You will be asked to make a
small deposit per model before the project is undertaken. Tthe production kits will be ready by
the summer. Please choose up to three different models(full kits and/or conversions) in 1/72 scale 20mm.
Send your suggestions to Mark Wheeler at: email sotcw@outlook.com) by early June.
The responses will then be summarised and S&S will then determine the most viable options.
Send no money now - you will be contacted directly with their decision and anyway the full results
will be published in The Runner
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Pass in Review – Enfilade Figures



Based in Germany, Enfilade Figures are a relative
newcomer to the 20mm scene and are run by Society
supporter, Robert Börnig. I asked Robert for a little
background to his activities in support of this issues Little
Warrior and his enthusiasm was such that I thought he
deserved a whole page to promote Enfilade. Over to
Robert:




Vietnamese Civilians
New Taliban with PKM and RPG (the existing sets
are feeling a bit dated)
Modern Germans - with G36 firing and Support
Weapons (MG4, PzF3)
Soviets in Afghanistan

Some of them are already being sculpted, watch out for
pictures. That list will keep me busy for a while – I am not
sure if all of them will be available in 2022 and if I feel
like deviating from this list, I will”.

“I started sculpting my own miniatures in 2012/2013 –
back then it all began with a simple idea: If I can paint
miniatures, I sure can sculpt miniatures as well. I ordered
a container of putty, grabbed some floral wire and cork
and set out to create my first miniature. They were not
great but I showed the results online and people
encouraged me to keep going, so I kept practicing. It was
fun and I was not discouraged enough to stop. And with
some practice, the results got better.

“I also do commissions, if there are particular sets or
minis that customers want to see released sooner. My
commission model for 20mm modern minis works by
giving you the opportunity to determine equipment and
poses of the models I make. I keep the rights to produce
and distribute the results in my shop - so the better I
expect the minis to sell, the cheaper it is to commission
a miniature. It´s a win for all, as you get the minis you
want to see for a very affordable price, I get to share
some of the financial risk and other customers get access
to the final models through my shop”.

I documented my results online and shared my sculpting
journey with other gamers and collectors - soon I got the
first requests if my models would be made available for
purchase. So after some consideration I set myself a
budget to spend on this venture and vowed to stop if the
money was gone. I started searching for a casting service
and got my first miniatures produced in metal and sold
to people who had requested them. Then I set up my first
online shop mid- 2014 to sell them to a wider audience”.

“Several ranges have been brought to life this
way: Modern Russians, several sets of Modern
Germans, Portuguese and lately the new Australians for
Vietnam. Heavy Weapons (anything crew-served) and
vehicles fall in a similar category for me. My skills with
scratch-building stuff from plasticard are lacking
compared to sculpting miniatures. The only viable way
for me to design these is 3D modelling. I am still learning
the tools and practicing with easier items. I made some
progress in the past 1-2 years, but I do not feel confident
enough to design and sell vehicles or heavy weapons. I
am currently limiting myself to small arms (for miniature
production) and easier accessories/terrain pieces that I
can experiment on without sinking in hours and hours for
a result that might not work”.

“I do all the sculpting – traditionally with epoxy putty and
clay, by hand (except for some weapons and terrain
pieces that I design in 3D and print). However, Enfilade
Figures is just a part-time, small-scale venture: I have a
regular full time Job and a family that limits the amount
of new miniatures I can design and release”.
“Some of my ranges only have a few packs – I am trying
to chuck in an extra set here and there every now and
then. I am hoping that adding extra sets will make them
more attractive, so I will continue expanding them
slowly, but I have to set priorities with time being limited
– and that is clearly with the ranges that are already
performing well”.

“Mortars, Heavy MGs, Recoilless Rifles could happen
within the near future – but vehicles and heavier
weapons (ZSU, etc.) are not coming soon unless I make a
major breakthrough in digital modelling. Also, I just
don´t have the time to commit to these items”.

“So I try to balance what I like to sculpt with what sells
well. On my list for new sets in 2022 are (in no particular
order):
 US Airmobile Infantry for Vietnam
 Australians for Vietnam (HQ Set, Dog Handler
Team, more Infantry variety)
 Vietcong (Mortar, AK Firing, SMGs, Box Fed
LMGs, RPG)

To see how far Roberts’s talents and abilities have
come in such a short while please visit his web site here:
https://www.enfilade-figures.com/
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Little Warriors
satisfied this period can be quoted. Early sculpts from
Robert, the figures none the less show good detail with
pronounced folds to clothing and accoutrements that
should look good shaded. Weapons are detailed and
there are no wooden or anatomically unlikely stances.
Some figures have separate arms which is not a common
practice by Enfilade but seems to work here. One or two
figures have some flash to be removed but casting and
the mould look to be otherwise sound. All the Enfilade
figures, but the Russians in particular, will benefit from
basing properly; one or two would not stand up
otherwise.

As noted elsewhere in this issue Enfilade Figures is a
recent entry on the 20mm scene so far producing
modern figures (that is, post-World War 2) to a medium
to large (between 21mm to 24mm in height) format, in
white metal. I wanted to do justice to their figures and
so I have decided to look briefly at three ranges, Modern
Russians, Viet Cong and Australians for Vietnam. First
off, let’s have a look at a size comparison using three Viet
Cong figures as references.

Moving on we have four sets of Viet Cong, nineteen
figures in total. As can be seen these are depicted in the
main in advancing/skirmishing poses. A mix of weapons
are provided though, interestingly, only four in VC-04
come with the ubiquitous AK47; the other packs come
with a range of old Russian Mosin Nagant bolt action
rifles and SKS rifles, making these figures quite versatile
for whatever period of the war you wish to cover. Again
these are to quite a stocky, small to medium 20mm so,
though not pictured here, compatibility wise they look
best alongside Platoon 20 sculpts and similar. I don’t
have many yet but I suspect they will also sit well with
the new Simons Soldiers sculpted Viet Cong figures.

From left to right: Simons Soldiers, Elhiem SHQ Miniatures
and Enfilade.

As can be seen (even though my photographic skills need
improvement!) there are no height or girth size concerns
with the old Dave Allsop designed Platoon 20 figure and
the newer Elhiem piece. To my eye the Enfilade figure is
stockier and with a noticeably larger head and weapon,
but can be mixed with the other two ranges at a pinch.
Subsequent to this picture being taken I compared other
Enfilade range figures to other manufacturers and the
size differences were not so marked. Let me know if you
would like to see more comparison images before you
buy.

The third range and the last to look at for now is VietAus-01, being a single set of nine figures portraying
Australian troops in Vietnam between 1968 and 1973.
These are more recent sculpts and it can clearly be seen
that Robert is perfecting his art. The figures come in
fatigues and bush hats and all carry full packs. Weapons
are a mix of British SLR and American M16’s with a squad
support M60 GPMG being carried by one member of the
squad. Posing is very natural and each sculpt oozes close
contact characteristics – crouching, running, firing on the
move etc. What is really needed here is a second pack of
stopped/in action kneeling and prone figures – I know
Enfilade plan to add to this range, so fingers crossed they
look at this format option.

As they are the oldest of the ranges I have, let’s have a
look at the ‘RUS’ Russian Federation figures first. I have
deliberately photographed these unpainted or based
and undercoated. There are some very well finished
examples on Enfilades web site but I tend to favour
seeing the figures as they come out of the mould, rather
than after an expert figure painter has worked wonders
with them. The photograph shows the six packs in a
range which covers Russian troops from roughly 2000 to
today. I am sure there are detail differences over this
period as uniforms and kit seems to change so fast these
days, but in this scale and for wargames purposes I am

I initially purchased these figures on impulse; that is I had
heard good things about Enfilade and the pictures on
their very tidy web site looked enticing. I am happy to
report that they are as good as they look on Robert’s site
and all are thoroughly recommended.
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Below, Left to Right: Enfilade RUS 1 and RUS 2. Note kneeling gunner on the right has a separate AK leaning against his leg.

Left to Right: Enfilade RUS 3, 4 and 5. Note figure third on the right kept upright by Blu Tack for the photograph. He also has an
unattached separate arm in front of him, as does the kneeling squad leader, centre, in RUS 4.

Above: Enfilade VC01 and VC02

Above: Enfilade VC03 and VC04. Note splendid leader pointing in VC04.
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Above: Enfilade Set Viet Aus-01 – an Australian squad for Vietnam.

Stop Press – Consolidated Hell By Daylight Wargames rules!!
Just published and available as follows: Wargame Vault
https://www.wargamevault.com/product/380527/Hell-byDaylight at £4.00
Amazon has a paperback for £9.50 or on Kindle for £4.00
https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B09NHNTVSV/
Jim advises as follows: The rules are all the same but
because of not wanting tables to be split between pages
and suchlike, I have to tweak the formatting a little, so the
Kindle version (not worry about splitting because the reader
choses the font) is different to the PDF (which is simplest)
and again different to the paperback (because you have
different sized margins on inside and outside edge). I cope
with this by using quotes, or in Hell by Daylight, pictures, as
spacers to shut tables up or down).
The long and short of it is all three rule sets are identical
except that the kindle doesn't have any pictures, and the
paperback has some and the pdf has the most.
Jim has a public Facebook Group devoted to his various
rules sets here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/500386028080487
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The most recent figures release from SHQ Miniatures is
a comprehensive range of almost fifty pieces for 20mm
Gebirgsjäger - Alpine / Mountain Troops, referenced
GM1 to GM16. Working closer to 1/76 scale than 1/72
the designer has emulated the style set by Michael Percy
at the inception of the SHQ brand. Infact, Sean Pereira of
Newline Designs did the sculpting. Ian of SHQ did send
him dolls sculpted by Michael, but they were just
glorified armatures with Sean doing 85% of the work.
All figures are depicted in attire of wind proof jackets and
Bergmutze caps (no helmets) and though not easy in this
scale to be sure, hob nailed boots and short ankle gaiters.
All figures are in light order with no rucksacks depicted.
Most pieces are rifle or machine pistol armed though
some sets are heavy weapons including a choice of
sustained fire mounted MG34 or MG42 in GM7.
appears. GM8 is a subsequent release to the main tranch
and this provides an 81mm mortar and three crew.

The mortar is SHQ’s standard exquisite (but fiddily to
assemble!) 8cm Grw.34 three piece weapon. The quality
of the mould and casting is good, indeed the following
pictures do not really do the figures justice. An
observation rather than a critiscm is the bases. I have
always liked the neat little discs that SHQ Miniatures
have historically used and though these are similar, they
are flatter and rougher round the edges. Those who
rebase their figures will not worry about this. I would
also like to have seen some prone figures. This comment
is not unique to these mountain troops – Michael initially
depicted more of his figures both prone and kneeling but
this design aspect did not last long once earlier ranges
were remastered.
On with the pictures I have taken – there are more
professionally painted, based and photographe
examples on the SHQ Miniatures web site.

Above: Sets GM1 to GM3

Above: Sets GM4 to GM6
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Set GM7. A choice of barrels is provided for either an MG34
or MG42.
Concurrent with this release but not illustrated here is a white
metal model of the 100mm NBWF 40 mortar. I had never heard
of this piece before but the full designation is that for a Nebelwerfer type mortar that fired chemical rounds such as smoke as
well as high explosive munitions and it was used by both
Gebirgs-Werfer-Abteilung (Mountain Mortar Battalion) 10 plus
the first battalion of the Nebel-Lehr Regiment (Demonstration
Regiment) and saw service in the North Africa, Finland and
Russia arenas. I believe this is the first depiction of this weapon
in 20mm. Not so apparent in the photographs but the MG
teams in GM1, 2 and 7 have squared off straight cutouts in their
bases which enable them to fit snugly into groups and sit more
closely to each other. Also now out in the German artillery subrange is FBG113 – a 10.5Cm Geb40 Mountain Gun. This weapon
is not yet pictured on the SHQ web site yet but a photograph is
on their facebook site if you scroll down far enough.

Below: Sets GM9 to GM11

Above: Sets GM12 to GM14 (note GM 13 in the centre is a two man only set)
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Released more recently has been the final three sets in
the GM range and these are not yet photographed as
painted up and based figures on the SHQ Miniatures
web site. So below we have the three man mortar crew
which interacts nicely with the 8cm weapon also
provided with the set. Note the cut out on the sighters
base; the three crewmen will actually ‘hug’ the mortar
and interact with it far more than my picture indicates.
Next to these are the three NBW mortar crewmen,
though these look like they could also double up as
suitable gunners for most smaller calibre weapons.

Completing the scene is the command group in GM16.
The officer carries the MP44 machine pistol whilst the
other two carry backpack radios. I understand from Ian
Armstrong that these three packs do not quite complete
the line up for the Gebirgsjäger range and indeed some
roughs of further gunners, including what I think are
seated flak crewmen, are on Facebook. All the pieces
reviewed here are now available on the SHQ Miniatures
web
site
at
https://shqltd.com/productcategory/20mm-ww-ii-ranges/german/germangerman/german-infantry/mountain-troopers/.

Above: Sets GM8, GM15 and to GM14 .
Mark Wheeler
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Released quite literally just before Christmas was the last
scheduled batch of plastic figure sets from Strelets. Of
the fourteen sets released, seven of these are for WW2

and of direct interest to us being within the scope of our
periods. Pictures follow with some brief comments
which is all time and space for this issue allows.

Above: Set M158 PzB41 Anti Tank Gun with DAK crew. Thirty two figures on four runners in eight excellent poses, most suitable
for other smaller calibre guns also. The guns are a little crude and, oddly, only two shields were provided for the four guns included.
Below: Set M154 Italian Desert Patrol consisting of fifty two figures on four identical runners.
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Above: Set 282 Obice DA/75 Model 35 Howitzer with Italian Crew. Another set for WW2 in the desert. Just twelve figures on one
runner and two guns in this set, as photographed. Again, a simplified model of the gun; no shield is provided and the trails are
fixed in the partially deployed configuration and integral to the axle. The crew are excellent.
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Above: Set M153 Italian Infantry in Defence. Again, fifty two very well posed figures across four identical runners. In stature they
are on the small to medium 20mm size and should mix well with Matchbox and Airfix plastics, Some flash is evident in awkward
places (note prone LMG gunner bottom left) such as weapon barrels that will need careful removal.

Above: Set M152 French Foreign Legion WW2 Heavy Weapons Squad. Forty pieces on four runners with a nice Hotchkiss MMG
and three piece 81mm Brandt mortar. A nice touch is the separate mortar shell box and the field telephone operator. The set is
actually the second depicting the legion fighting in the desert for the Free French. Previously released in 2018 and to the same
standard, and by the same sculptor, is a forty six figures set, number 187 French Foreign Legion WWII. This earlier set also includes
a single M1914 Hotchkiss MG, but as a one piece moulding with the kneeling gunner.
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Above: Set M155 described as 8th Army Australian Infantry in Attack. A particularly good set of fifty two pieces on four runners as
shown. Size wise they look like they will mix very well with Airfix 8 th Army figures, depiced as they are in shorts and light order.
Head swaps between the sets should enable almost limitless variety to be achieved.

Above: Set M156 8th Army Australian Heavy Weapons Squad. Just thirty six figures on four runners but this part count does not
include two, two piece 81mm mortars on each runner, and a single two piece Vickers MMG. Broadly the same comments as for
Set M155, but I do wonder if the generous depiction of the trade mark slouch hat is really quite representative for Aussies up the
sharp end, where the steel helmet was required. Possibly both sets will have some application for Far East scenarios.
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Incoming
After a long gestation period this kit of the British 6 Pdr
anti-tan gun by Ace is now released. Sprue shots show a
choice of early L43 and late L50 war barrels, wheels and
photo-etched gun shields. Ace always maximise their
tooling with spin off derivatives and indeed the US M-1
57mm AT gun on M-2 carriage – (72562) is under
development.

Information is now starting to come in and rumours
confirmed about releases in the hobby for 2022.

In 1/72 scale Zvezda are promising the following for
2022: T-72B3 (5071), Maus (5073), Pantsir S-1 (NATO:
SA-22 Greyhound) missile system (5069). Their Art of
Tactic mini-box range of sets of WW2 figures see further
US Army releases in the shape of (6286) - WWII US
M1919 .30 Browning MG with crew and (6287) - WWII
US M1 81mm mortar with crew. Revell have so far
announced just re-releases of the old Matchbox
Churchill AVRE (RV2397) in 1/76th scale and the Merkava
III (RV3340) in 1/72. There is no news from Airfix until
their announcement on January 10th at 4:00pm – I am
hoping for a Sherman V derivative of their recent Firefly
kit………..
Mark Wheeler
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Lines of Communications

Urban Warfare in the Twenty-First Century by Anthony
King published by Polity Books, 2021, in both hardback
and paperback editions. Paperback ISBN 13:978-15095-4366-3.
This new work on contemporary and future urban
warfare it is a belter. It only actually took me a week to
read, almost could not put it down so compared to some
of his earlier books it is a much easier read, so it seems
to be better written. The author’s basic hypothesis is
very interesting, following an impeccable logic. He starts
by pointing out that armies are now much smaller than

in WW2 to Vietnam so they cannot take whole cities as
they did at Stalingrad, Berlin, Manila, Seoul and Hue etc.
Nor do they have enough troops to fight around cities in
Fronts as in WW2. Then cities are much larger, more
common and more complicated than they used to be,
which following from above means armies will
increasingly fight within cities in neighbourhoods and
even individual buildings, rather than around them.
Rapid manoeuvre in cities is rare now, unless the enemy
are unprepared, surprised or very few in number. Any
serious fighting and attempts at rapid manoeuvre can
thus just result in higher casualties. The smaller modern
armies command much greater firepower than before,
from squad, armour, artillery support and air power,
which makes even small fights intense and high casualty
events. Because of more firepower and smaller armies,
concrete and steel barriers and Main Battle Tanks have
taken on an increased importance in city fighting. Small
armies also mean that partners, co-operators, friendly
militias and even the civilian population are much more
important now, which consumes a great deal of
command effort in diplomacy, liaison, translation and so
on, all of which slows the tempo of operations. The
claims that information warfare and winning the
narrative are central to urban conflicts, although more
important now than they used to be, might be
exaggerated, but the information aspects will remain
important in the future. The author finishes off with
predictions that future urban warfare might take place in
Megacities but it is much more likely to take place in
smaller cities. The only possible candidate megacity that
could be fought over being Seoul in S Korea. Future
urban warfare will be slow, like siege warfare,
complicated and costly in casualties, but needs to be
prepared for by today’s military. A very well thought
through book, a real tour de force.
Steven Bowns
18, Heronden View

BULL MODELS
Email:

Eastry, Kent
CT13 0BZ
Tele: 01304 614184

peter.bailey68@btinternet.com

As we ll as our own range of e arly WW2 BEF 1/76 AFVs, Artille ry, Figure s and
Acce ssorie s, we also stock the following:
De cals by Finge rprint De signs, Starme rs Armour, Black Lion, Dan Taylor Mode lworks, WD Mode ls, Plastic Soldie r Company (15mm which are ide al for 1/76
scale mode ls) and a fe w re maining ite ms from Almark and Mole Military
Miniature s.
We do not have a we b site so ple ase call or se nd an SAE for a full 8 side d A5
brochure .
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Lone Warrior Issue 217. Solo Wargamers Association
Quarterly Magazine, PDF for January to March 2022

Constant Scale – The Journal of the Airfix Collectors
Club. No. 80, Volume 20 Number 4, 2021

An excellent issue of the Lone Warrior quarterly online
publication with plenty for gamers in our period. In this
69 page issue, largely in colour, is a fourteen page WW2
scenario and game run through for a German
counterattack in Normandy in 1944 around Hill 314 and
the village of Mortain, against defending US forces. This
is closely followed by a WW1 scenario and game run
through set in Belgium in 1914 around a German attack
on the BEF. The rules used are One Hour Wargames by
Neil Thomas (Machine Age). This issue is not all historical
20th century however, all periods are covered including
the Franco-Prussian War in 1870. And if all this is not
enough, how about a One Hour Skirmish scenario
pitching space marines against Daleks! The whole
magazine is brimming with fun and is clearly put together
as a real labour of love – thoroughly recommended.
Contact Details: Membership/Subscription: A one-year
membership brings you four PDF issues of Lone Warrior.
Send $15 payment by PayPal. US currency only please.
Transfer funds to this account: lonewarrior@kc.rr.com
Include your e-mail address in the text of your message.

The latest issue of this nostalgic ‘good read’ magazine
devoted to all things Airfix and, though not linked to
them, it’s published with their support. Amongst the
eclectic content in this 28 page part colour issue is a two
page spread on the history of Airfix’s Little Tanks which
nicely sets the scene for the imminent release of a new
book by Peter Williams called Airfix HO/OO Scale
Fighting Vehicles – A Comprehensive Guide 1960 to 2019.
More on this in The Runner soon. Also we have a piece
on upgrading the venerable old Airfix 1/600 scale HMS
Warspite kit and reviews of recent Airfix kit releases. All
rounded off with all sorts of memoirs and ruminations
from past Airfix employees and aficionados, this can be
recommended as an excellent, comfortable read and is a
must for people with a deep appreciation in the broadest
sense of our hobby and itshistory. The Constant Scale
web site is here: http://www.airfixcollectorsclub.co.uk/
or contact Club Secretary (and Airfix Historian) Jeremy
Brook, The Club Secretary - Airfix Collectors’ Club, 29,
Elley Green, Neston, Corsham, Wiltshire, SN13 9TX. or:
brookjeremy@hotmail.com.
Mark Wheeler
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Rear Echelons
In Rear Echelons in the first issue of The Runner, I
announced the presence of a Members Steering Group
(MSG) to help with major poicy decisions. The MSG
consists of Greg Potter, Steven Bowns, Grant Parkin, Carl
Luxford and Neil Patterson, all prior SOTCW members
who have long experience in both the Society and most
aspects of the hobby. The idea behind the MSG is to,
frankly, stop the Society ‘showrunner’ – presently me –
charging off and making ill-informed, unpopular or
perhaps even risky decisions!. Quite simply, they vote
on all major policy decisions (which any member can
advance) and the majority MSG vote carries it. I have no
vote unless there is an abstension and then a hung vote.
So, that’s the theory. How has it workied in practice?
The first MSG vote requested by me in mid November
was on the membership fee structure now running. It
was voted for unanimously. The second vote subject was
what Journal size/cost/format we should go for in 2022.
This was a little more involved, but the consensus
reached was to go for a 28 page hard copy Journal and,
if costs and quality submissions allow, have an end of
year/Christmas special of variable (greater) length. This
is now the objective and should mean you will see at
least five Journals this year.
Our third vote was also done in conjuntion with the
membership, mainly ‘what are views on re-publishing,
just occasionally and if copyright issues can be overcome,
some of the old/prior SOTCW articles in the new
Journal?’ The result was another consensus view by the
MSG which was to re-use prior material (at a rate not
excessive in each Journal issue) that was still relevant.
The original author should be contacted not only for
permission, but also to ‘dust off’ the piece if needs be.
This was the overwhelming view of the members who
responded as well. So, we will do this and we even have
a catchy title for the column – ‘Dust Off’!
Enthused by this I collected together all the old masters
that I have that go from Issue One up to around issue 75.
Yes, those old pages contain a lot of filler items and dated
content – particularly adverts and reviews, and maybe
more than a few ‘clunkers’. However, at the core is
material from the likes of Jim Webster (rules and
scenarios) and Krzysztof Gebhardt (the Polish Army in
1939) - both re-joined members - which is now being
revised for future re-use.

However, this is what just two thirds of it looks like….

So a lot of work to do and it gives rise to how to use old
material in different ways if not needed for new Journals
- populate further the web site new tabs, perhaps?
We now come to the fourth and final vote process, so far
instigated. As you may know the existing SOTCW forum
will close imminently. Last issue I declared the
continuation of the Society forum as ‘out of scope’ for
2022 because of cost and resources. Resources means
someone with knowledge to run, moderate and
administer the facility. However, out of the blue Andrew
Bruce of East Front Miniatures offered to take over the
running for free (!) by transferring it to the Wargames
Directory site. I put it to the MSG – shall we keep the
forum going, and the voting went three to two in favour,
but only barely and we all had provisos……….
So there you have it – democracy in action, and if issues
presently still being ironed out can be overcome, a forum
(maybe all new) will be put back into scope for 2022.
Personally I am still not convinced we need a dedicated
Society forum; the current one is barely posted on now
and seems to be slowly fading away. Of course, that
maybe because we have declared that it cannot be kept
going, so perhaps it’s a self-fulfilling prophecy?
Mark Wheeler
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Membership Form SOTCW
(Society of Twentieth Century Wargamers)
Name:
Address: (Please include
postcode)
Please print clearly in capitals!

E Mail:

About Us

The SOTCW is an amateur group of enthusiasts whose interests
extend to all forms of table top wargaming, including modelling,
gaming and collecting from 1900 to the present day.

Membership Fee rate: Basic
Discretionary Rates
(see below for definition)

UK - £20, Europe - € 20, Rest of the World - $20
UK - £15, Europe - € 15, Rest of the World - $15
(No proof of situation required).

About You
What scales
are you interested in ?
What conflicts since 1900
interest you ?
Do you want the Journal
as a PDF?
Do you want the SOTCW
to have a Forum ?
Is there anything else
you would like to add ?

Next Steps to Join:

Signed:

Membership Fee for 2022

£

€

senior citizens and those in full

$ 20 / 15
is enclosed by cheque / Paypal
circle as appropriate - paypal as friends/family option)
sotcw@outlook.com

time education).

Make cheques in GBP payable to M Wheeler please.

(Discretionary applies to unemployed, (please

Please return this form in the post as below or by e mail to sotcw@outlook.com
Please feel free to email me at sotcw@outlook.com with questions and comments.

Mark Wheeler, Autumn Lodge, Sorrell Green, Wyverstone,
Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 4TS, United Kingdom
Note: Memberships cannot be progressed without this form.

The SOTCW knows where it is going!!

Forthcoming
articles in
preparation for the
first issue of the relaunched Journal –
SOTCW 2022/01:








Storming the Schwaben Redoubt – The Somme, 1916
Basic Training – What is 20mm anyway!
Rules mechanisms – locating directions of fire in wargames
One Hour Skirmish scenarios
Forgotten Armies – where are those figure ranges now?
Cruel Seas – Naval wargames in the Adriatic in WWII
Scenario – Recce for Operation Barbarossa

Are you with us ?

